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“Our community is built on 
trust and communication”

Rules of Kickstarter



Crowdfunding

 Crowdfunding is an increasingly important 
source of financing for new ventures and a 
fast-growing part of the Fintech industry. 

 By industry estimates, the global volume of 
crowdfunding surpassed that of angel 
investing in 2015.

 Crowdfunding may be on its way to surpass 
the venture capital industry.
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We focus on reward-based 
crowdfunding

 There are loan, equity, charity, and reward-
based crowdfunding.

 In reward-based crowdfunding like Kickstarter, 
campaign backers commit funds in return for a 
promise to receive a reward.

 The reward is typically the product to be 
manufactured by the project being funded.
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Benefits of reward-based 
crowdfunding

 Allows the entrepreneur to learn about the 
demand before investing in production.

 Removes potential barriers to financing due 
to biased investment decisions like gender.

 Complementary source of financing in 
addition to traditional forms of venture 
capital and angel investors.
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Moral hazard is the main cost in 
reward-based crowdfunding

 The theory suggests that moral hazard is the 
key determinant of crowdfunding campaign 
(Strausz, 2017 AER).

 A higher moral hazard risk predicts a lower 
likelihood of campaign success. 
 Backers commit funds before the entrepreneur 

invests in production.
 Entrepreneur could embezzle the funds without 

investing and delivering the promised reward.
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Measuring moral hazard by SK

 Ideally, we would like to directly test the relation 
between moral hazard and performance at the 
campaign level. But this is not feasible.

 The innovation of our paper is to exploit the 
tendency of regional social capital to generate 
trustworthy behavior through social norms, 
thereby mitigating the moral hazard in 
crowdfunding.
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The main hypothesis
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Social capital

Moral hazard risk

Likelihood of success

Guiso et al. (2004 AER, 2013 JF)

Strausz (2017, AER)

 We hypothesize that entrepreneurs who reside 
in the U.S. counties with high levels of social 
capital have higher campaign success rates.
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How does a Kickstarter campaign work?

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/743717037/eve-smart-mirror-interactive-smart-mirror-with-
an?ref=category_location

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/743717037/eve-smart-mirror-interactive-smart-mirror-with-an?ref=category_location
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Creator overview
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Strausz (2017, AER) campaign page

AER submission 
fee is 100 USD



Kickstarter Data

 Web-crawled near-comprehensive sample of 
Kickstarter campaigns from April 2009 to 
August 2017.
 Initial data captures 86% of all campaigns.

 We include all US campaigns.
 Estimate gender and race based on entrepreneur name.
 Assign social capital index value based on location county.

 Final sample of 223,679 campaigns.
 The largest sample of reward-based crowdfunding data 

used to date in the literature.
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Summary of the sample
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Number of campaigns by year
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How we measure social capital
 Methodology similar to that of Rupasingha, 

Goetz, and Freshwater (2006, JSE).
 Three proxies for social capital level:

 Association density (10 different types of associations1).
 Registered (charitable) organization density.
 Voter turnout in presidential elections.

 Principal component analysis to calculate a 
social capital index based on these proxies for 
each US county.
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Including civic and social organizations, bowling centers, golf courses and country clubs, fitness and recreational sports centers, sports teams and clubs, 
religious organizations, political organizations, labor unions and similar labor organizations, business associations, and professional organizations



Social capital index by county 
(2014)
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Lowest

Highest

 By construction, the mean of the SK index is zero and 
standard deviation one across all counties.



SK and campaign outcomes

 Logit regressions:

 OLS regressions:
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Expected: +

Expected: +

where Successfulj is a dummy taking value 1 if campaign j is successful,
and Pledged/Goal the ratio of amount pledged to goal. We include gender
and race fixed effects, year-month joint fixed effects (101 months), state
fixed effects (50 states), campaign number fixed effects, and sub-category-
year joint fixed effects (169 sub-categories times 9 years).
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Identification from a 
quasi-experiment

 Kickstarter announced a rule change on September 
20, 2014 to strengthen entrepreneurs’ obligation to 
provide backers with the promised rewards.
 Old rule: “Project Creators agree to make a good faith 

attempt to fulfill each reward by its Estimated Delivery Date.”
 New rule: “When a project is successfully funded, the creator 

must complete the project and fulfill each reward” backers.“

 Kickstarter also explicitly states that entrepreneurs 
who are unable to stand by the promises they made in 
their projects may be subject to legal action by backers.
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Identification from a 
quasi-experiment

 TechCrunch writes: “Kickstarter also reminds creators 
that they need to be honest and not make material 
misrepresentations in their communication to 
backers.” 

 SlashGear titles its summary: “Kickstarter changes 
rules so nobody runs off with your money.”

 We anticipate that in general moral hazard issue gets 
weaker afterwards, thereby reducing the effect of SK 
on crowdfunding campaign outcomes.
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Identification from a 
quasi-experiment
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Expected: −

Expected: −
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Triple diffs by product riskiness 
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Hardware and Product Design are most obviously related to
developing and manufacturing a product that does not yet exist,
making them more likely to fail to deliver and hence arguably
more prone to moral hazard.

Expected: −

Expected: −
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Additional results
 Campaign suspension.
 Cross-sectional variations of the SK effect in 

terms of the severity of moral hazard issue:
 Entrepreneur characteristics (individual vs. team and 

new comers vs. veterans).
 Campaign characteristics (small vs. large goal 

amount and ordinary vs. staff pick campaigns).
 Regional characteristics (poor vs. rich counties and 

large city vs. suburban).
 Campaign timing (high vs. low EPU and sentiment).
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SK reduces the likelihood of 
campaign suspension
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SK effect is stronger for campaigns 
created by individual entrepreneurs
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SK effect is weaker for entrepreneurs 
with prior track record
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SK effect is weaker for large campaigns 
and staff-pick campaigns
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SK effect is stronger for campaigns located 
at poorer counties and larger cities
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SK effect is stronger for campaigns at 
high EPU and low sentiment periods
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Goal amount

 Strausz's (2017) model predicts that moral hazard 
affects the likelihood of campaign success is 
through the higher-than-efficient goal amounts 
required.

 This is to incentivize the entrepreneur to invest in 
production instead of appropriating the funds.

 If social capital mitigates moral hazard, it should 
thus have a negative relationship with goal 
amounts.
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Goal amount
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Alternative Stories
 Social capital may also be related to:

 Risk aversion
 If SK is negatively related to risk attitude, then high SK 

may be related to campaign outcome due to low goal 
amount set by risk-averse creators.

 Quality of project
 Projects from high SK counties might have higher 

qualities that are hard to control for.

 Social network
 SK is proxied for how many friends who are willing to 

back up the creators.
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SK and risk aversion

 Risk-averse entrepreneurs may ask lower 
goal amounts, thereby increasing the 
likelihood of campaign success rate. 

 If SK is positively related to entrepreneurs’ 
risk aversion, the omitted risk aversion 
variable may also explain our main result. 
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SK and risk aversion

 First, SK is likely to represent something of an 
economic safety net, so we anticipate that SK 
should be negatively related to risk aversion.

 Second, the existing literature suggests that 
individuals in high-social-capital areas make 
more risky investments. For example, Guiso
et al. (2004) show that high social capital is 
associated with significantly more investment 
in stocks and less in cash.
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SK and risk aversion

 As a robustness check, we also perform an 
analysis controlling for the entrepreneur's 
cultural uncertainty aversion. We follow the 
methodology used by Pan, Siegel, and Wang 
(2017), exploiting the differences in risk attitudes 
between different cultures by the last names.

 We assign each entrepreneur a risk appetite 
value based on Hofstede's (2001) Uncertainty 
Avoidance Index (UAI).
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SK and quality of project

 Creators from high social capital counties 
might come up with better quality projects 
that are controlled in our regressions.

 The concern can be mitigated by our 
SK*experience results. 
 If both measures are an indicator of project 

quality, we should not find a negative coefficient 
for the interaction term. 
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SK and network
 The construction of social capital index 

contains the flavour of the social network at 
the regional level. 

 So our results may be a social network 
phenomenon but not a moral hazard story. 
 Ting Xu (2017) shows that on average, only 19% 

of campaign backers are from the same city as 
the entrepreneur.

 Out identification of post*SK is at odds with this 
alternative story. 
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Conclusion

 We study the impact of moral hazard issues on 
crowdfunding campaigns.

 Our innovation is utilizing the well-documented 
tendency of social capital to generate trustworthy 
behaviour and thereby mitigate moral hazard

 We find a strong positive relationship between social 
capital and crowdfunding success rates.

 The effect of social capital is strongest among 
campaigns likely to be more prone to suffer from moral 
hazard.



Thank You 
Tse-Chun Lin 
林則君

tsechunlin@hku.hk
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APPENDIX



Summary statistics
Campaign volumes
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Summary statistics
Cross-sectional campaign data
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Summary statistics
Cross-sectional campaign data



Distribution of social capital index 
across counties
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APPENDIX – DEFINITIONS OF 
SOCIAL CAPITAL



What is social capital?
 Networks of relationships and communities around economic 

agents have an impact on their behaviour and also enable 
them to do things they otherwise could not - this is generally 
referred to as social capital

 The literature includes a vast number of different precise 
definitions for social capital. Durlauf and Fafchamps (2005) 
summarise the common elements of different definitions:
 Social capital generates positive externalities for members of a 

group

 These externalities are achieved through shared trust, norms, and 
values and their consequent effects on expectations and 
behaviour

 Shared trust, norms, and values arise from informal forms of 
organizations based on social networks and associations
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What is social capital?
 The concept of social capital has inspired a vast amount of 

literature across economics, social sciences, and a number of 
other disciplines

 However (or perhaps as a result), the definition of social capital 
remains elusive:
 “Social capital…refers to features of social organization, such as 

trust, norms, and networks that can improve the efficiency of 
society…” (Putnam, 1993)

 “…those persistent and shared beliefs and values that help a 
group overcome the free rider problem in the pursuit of socially 
valuable activities” (Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2011)

 “Social capital generally refers to trust, concern for one’s 
associates, a willingness to live by the norms of the community 
and to punish those who do not” (Bowles and Gintis, 2002)
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APPENDIX – SK COMPONENTS



Social capital estimate by county 
(1995)
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SK components – Association 
density (2014)
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SK components – Reg. org. density 
(2014)
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SK components – Voter turnout 
(2012)
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Correlations of social capital 
components
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Distribution of association 
density
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Distribution of registered 
organization density
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Distribution of voter turnout
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